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KISTVAEN NEAR, r'OX TOR MIRE.

Tun kistvaen herein described and illustrated is probably
ln* ryg1tr9ned by the Rev. H. H. Breton, on p;ge ts of
Beoutiful, Dartmoor, Part III. There is, howe-ve-r, some
possibility oj doubt ; the position there given being one
mile from Nuns Cross tr'arm, on the wesfsido of a 

"small

"-rJluJ. -The true distance from the farm is exactly two-
thirds of a mile, and the kistvaen lies on bhe ensteri bank
of the stream. The distance from the newtake wall, as
stated by_ MI: Ireton (approximafiely 45 yards), dioes
correspond with the position of this kistvaen, and I know
none other in the immediate neighbourhood.

The cover-stone and the south-western side stone havo
been removed. The north-eastern side is formed in two
stones, which overlap to the extent of 6 inches. The
length of !h_e kist, along this side, is B feet 8 inches; its,
averege width must have been about 2 feet 7 inches..
The stones, at present, stand but little above ground-level,
and without excavation it is not possible to *y what the
depth may be.

The direction of the length of the remaining side is
S. 58o E., so that it has the usual alignment in tf,e south-
eastern quadrant. It is a curious coincidence that the
kistvaen under " Child's Tomb ,, has exactly the samo
directiTL_of length; Child's Tomb is distant-I090 yards
to the E.N.E. approximately.

Some stones yet remain of the cairn or barrow which
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formerly covered the kist now described, the exact location
of which is W. long. 3o 57' 4', N. lat' 50o 30' 1l*";
and the Ordnance sheet on which it should appear is,
Devon, 6 inch, CXIII N.W. A plan and view are
annexed' 

R. HeNsrono wonrn.
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KISTVAEN NEAB, FOX TOB, NEWTAKE.

PLATE I.
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